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Mark Northwood Profile

 Experience – 40 years in the investigation industry

 Founder of Northwood & Associates Inc, a full-service investigations agency – established 1988

 President of the Kenwyn Group Inc, a full-service investigations agency founded in 2017

 National & Global Coverage and Worldwide Resources – over 100 vetted vendors worldwide –
and investigations conducted in over five continents

 Clients include insurance companies, financial institutions, the legal community, private corporations 
and government departments

 Member of several global investigation associations 

Mark Northwood
Kenwyn Group
416-677-8835
mnorthwood@kenwyngroup.com
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Underwriting Challenges that Impact Claims & Investigations
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Underwriting Challenges

Information provided at the time of application:

 Employment

 Income

 Net worth

 Home address

 Reasons for the insurance

 Health history

 Alcohol consumption

 Smoker / non-smoker

 Intentions to travel

Any of the above can impact the validity of a claim, especially in the two-year contestable period
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Case Study 1

 Death Claim in India

− Female insured born November 1989

− Arranged marriage December 2010

− Recent immigrant from India in June 2011

− Insurance policy for $500,000 obtained in October 2011

− Beneficiary is her husband

− Contingent beneficiaries are his parents, not hers

− Traveled to India to attend several weddings in July 2012

− Died on July 28, 2012 – severe dehydration, renal failure in India
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Case Study 1 cont’d

 Investigation in Canada from October 2012 to January 2013 

 Investigation in India February 2013

 Family interviewed

− Unhappy in marriage

− Confined to her room in Canada

− Referred to as “money-making machine”

− Did not know why she had insurance

− Initially thought the papers she signed were divorce papers
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Case Study 1 cont’d

 Fell ill July 26, 2012

 Hospital #1 

− Admitted 6:30 pm on July 26, 2012

− Taken by her mother and brother – husband was resistant

− He felt the hospital was not good enough

− He felt the hospital was too expensive – her family paid the bill

− He wanted to call his parents for guidance

− Given glucose and recommended to stay – husband said no and discharged her

− Discharged 12:30 am on July 27, 2012

 Taken to her mother's home – husband went to bed  

 Condition deteriorated
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Case Study 1 cont’d

 Hospital # 2

− Her family admit her to Hospital #2 on July 27, 2012 at 4:30 pm – better facilities 

− Husband remains in his vehicle talking on the telephone

− His parents arrive and direct her mother and brother to go home

− Her family are told that she is improving

− Discharged at 5:30 pm against doctor's advice

− Taken to husband’s parents' home

 Hospital #3

− Admitted to a clinic July 28, 2012 at 8:30 am  

− It took them 2 hours 45 minutes to travel a distance that should have taken one hour

− Heart attack and transferred to Hospital #4 at 3:00 pm on July 28, 2012

− Dies en route to Hospital # 4
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Case Study 1 cont’d

 Husbands' family did not want a post-mortem and rushed the cremation

 Insured’s family filed a report with the police

 Suggestions that beneficiary family attempted to bribe insured’s family to drop the police investigation

 Two doctors at Hospitals #’s 2 & 3 were interviewed and felt that the insured could have been 
poisoned

 One doctor conducted additional research and forwarded findings to the police

 Police did not lay charges

 Extensive investigation in Canada

 Beneficiary and father interviewed and not found to be credible
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Case Study 1 cont’d

 Underwriting Issues

− Insured could not read or speak English – husband’s family read policy to her

− Insured stated she was employed – investigation showed she wasn’t

− Husband had a non-smoker policy, but witnesses stated he smoked

− Husband had a criminal record that was not disclosed on the application

− Inception date was October 2011 – no intentions to travel
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Case Study 2

 Critical Illness claim in India

− Insured is a self-employed truck driver born 1982

− Married, two children

− Landed immigrant from India

− One CI policy issued on March 20, 2018 for $1,000,000

− Another CI policy issued on August 1, 2018 for $500,000

− Two life polices totalling $1,000,000 were also issued

− He had only just met the advisor

− He has taken out four polices in the space of five months

− What were the reasons for the policies?

− Why, after nine years in Canada, did he feel the need to acquire so much insurance?
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Case Study 2 cont’d

 First Policy
− On the first CI policy application completed in March 2018, he notes his net income to be 

$150,000 and his net worth to be $150,000
− Originally applied for $500,000 – Coverage accepted
− Immediately requested coverage to be increased to $750,000 – Coverage accepted
− Then requested coverage to be increased to $1,000,000 – Coverage accepted

 Second Policy
− Five months after the first policy, he applied for the second CI policy 
− He notes his net income to be $150,000, but his net worth increased to $300,000 –

amount doubled in five months
− The advisor notes his gross income is $300,000
− This is high for a self-employed truck driver who operates what is initially believed to be a sole 

proprietorship. His company is not a corporation. This leaves his personal finances open to any 
litigation the business faces. If a company has gross income of $300,000, and he has a net worth 
of $300,000, then logically he would want to protect his assets by incorporating the company

− He has indicated that he spends six weeks in India per year – this would probably impact his 
income
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Case Study 2 cont’d

 In January 2020 he travels to India to attend several weddings

− He experienced symptoms of “fever, altered sensorium” in early March 2020

− Diagnosed with bacterial meningitis

 In September 2020, we conduct an on-site investigation in India

− Admitted to hospital from March 15, 2020 to March 23, 2020

− No tests were conducted on the insured between March 17 and March 23, 2020. The doctor 
confirmed this and advised that it was not necessary as the insured’s condition had improved

− The hospital confirmed he had been a patient but would not release all his medical records

− They confirm the diagnosis but without all the medical records we cannot establish if the 
diagnosis was correct
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Case Study 2 cont’d

 Because of the high CI coverage and the increases to the amounts along with concerns relating to his 
net worth and gross/net income, we recommended an interview with the insured

During the interview:
 The insured did not know the difference between net income and gross income
 The insured did not know what net worth meant
 We examined 2015 T1 General Income Tax and Benefit Return

 He and his brother own the family home.  His investment at 2020 property prices, after the sole 
mortgage would be $200,000 to $250,000

 Further investigation revealed one mortgage and a line of credit. Three brothers are owners, not two
 Net worth at time of application(s) was approximately $100,000

2015 2016 2017 2018

Gross Income $ 78,044.00 $ 123,046.60 $ 144,003.00 $ 97,926.81

Net Income 50,961.57 40,713.68 53,648.90 23,121.92
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Case Study 2 cont’d

 Determined that gross income and net income had been incorrectly reported on the policy applications

 Determined that net worth had been incorrectly reported on the policy applications

 Insured’s credibility is questionable

 Underwriting should have examined the above in more detail especially with the amount increases on 
the first policy (from $1,000,000 to $1,000,000) in a matter of weeks and then the addition of the 
second policy ($500,000) within a month 
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Underwriting Challenges

Information provided at the time of application:

 Employment

 Income

 Net Worth

 Home Address

 Reasons for the insurance

 Health history

 Alcohol consumption

 Smoker / non-smoker

 Intentions to travel

Any of the above can impact the validity of a claim, especially in the two-year contestable period
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Cases Investigated

 Insured never existed

 Insured and beneficiary are the same person

 Beneficiary murdered the insured

 The insured died but not as per claim (Accidental Death coverage)

 Insured disappeared

 Insured intended to disappear for various reasons (life choices, criminal charges, financial pressures)

 The insured was not dead

 Medical and travel claims were found to be fraudulent

 Insured committed suicide within the two-year contestable period and beneficiary did not disclose it



Q & A
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